Safety Assessment

Effective in Build 4.19

Children Services Training and Development Team

CAPMIS → CAPM

Recap of OAC 5101: 2-37-01 Safety Assessment Requirements
Changes Include:

- SACWIS Functionality
- Child Vulnerabilities
- Protective Capacities
- Safety Factors

Overview of the CAPM Safety Assessment in SACWIS

Overall design:
- Access to activity logs
- Linkage of child vulnerabilities to adult protective capacities
Question #1
In which tab of the safety assessment would the protective capacities be linked to the intake participant?

- Safety Factors
- Identifying Information
- Safety Response

The correct answer is the Identifying information tab
Question #2

Activity logs will only pull into the assessment if they are marked as completed.

- True
- False

The correct answer is False.

Activity logs will pull over whether they are completed or draft.

SAFETY FACTORS

COMBINED AND REORDERED
**Question 1**

- The new safety factor Za was previously safety factor Zb. This safety factor is now dependent on whether safety factor 2 is present or not.

**True**

**False**

---

**The answer is true.**

The safety factor ‘Caretaker has an unconvincing or insufficient explanation for the child’s serious injury or physical condition’ is now Safety Factor Za, which is dynamic based on safety factor 2 ‘Child has inflicted injuries’ being present.

---

**Question 2**

The equation (Safety Factors + Protective Capabilities - Child Vulnerabilities) plays a role in determining if there is an active safety threat.

**True**

**False**
The answer is false. Here is the correct equation.
KNOWLEDGE CHECK 3

2:00

Question #1
In the new SACWIS functionality, activity logs that are associated with the intake display on the left for easier accessibility and reference.

This answer is **TRUE**

- As explained in the video, activity logs that are associated with the intake display on the left, for easy accessibility and reference.
Question #2

Which of the following is not true about the historical summary section in the new SACWIS functionality?

A. It is a read only display

B. It is meant to make it easier to reference the family’s history rather than clicking through intakes in another area of SACWIS

C. It requires data entry for the caseworker

The correct answer is C

There is no data entry required in the historical summary tab in SACWIS.

Resources

SACWIS Knowledge Base:

Help & Training:

Manuals:
Reminders

- Changes to the Safety Assessment are included in build 1.19 to be released in April 2023.
- The Q&A and PowerPoint documents will be posted to the Children Severs Training & Development website at http://dfs.state.oh.us/training.htm.
- Training videos can be watched on our YouTube channel. You can find them here: https://www.youtube.com/
- Feel free to reach out to your team with any questions! ContactingDFS@dfs.ohio.gov

Virtual Reality (VR) Headset – AVEnueS

New Training

Virtual Reality experience with Ohio CAPM
OCWTP currently has courses available:
Sophia’s Safety Assessment, Sophia’s Safety Plan, and Tony’s Home Visit
Register Through E-Track
OK
Contact your RTC